
Abstract 

 

Text data is generated from a variety of sources such as the social networking sites, newspapers,                

magazines, journals, etc. This data contains large chunks of undiscovered information which can             

be mined using various text mining techniques such as clustering, classification, etc. Text mining              

involves analysis of unstructured text data for detection of normal trends/patterns and anomalies             

(such as novel information). The area of normal text mining for trends and patterns has been                

extensively researched but the same is not true for anomalies in text. 

 

Anomaly Detection in text involves analysis of text with the aim of discovering aberrant              

information. This information does not conform to the general trend in the text under              

consideration. Most of the existing techniques concentrate on statistical analysis of text which             

treats it as nothing but a collection of words to detect novel information. They ignore the                

semantic relationship between the words which leads to number of undetected anomalies.            

Introducing context information overcomes this drawback. 

 

Context based anomaly detection I text reduces the number of false positive cases, increases the               

confidence in prevailing anomalies and also detects anomalies that had been left undiscovered by              

statistical approaches. The existing context based approaches introduce semantic information in           

the post processing step of statistical techniques from an external source. Introducing context             

information at the pre-processing level leaves scope for future work in this area. 
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1. TEXT MINING 

 

1.1 Introduction 

In today’s world, data is available in various formats - ranging from well-structured data stored               

in databases to data in the form of raw text which may be real time data (in case of text streams)                     

or static data (like a document). The data stored in various databases is well-structured and hence                

easy to analyse but this is not true for textual data. Marti [1] discusses Mining textual data or text                   

mining to involve discovering information that was previously unknown, from a wide variety of              

sources such as the social networking sites, blogs, newspapers, magazines, etc. The term             

“information discovery” means that the information found was earlier unknown and hence did             

not exist explicitly in any form of text.  

 

Text Mining VS Data Mining 

Text mining and data mining may sound synonymous but the two should not be confused to be                 

equivalent. Data mining deals with discovering trends from structured data i.e., data associated             

with databases whereas text mining involves finding patterns or regularities in natural language             

text. Structured data can be processed using programs and thus, the process can be easily               

automated but textual data which is unstructured would require highly complex and advanced             

programing capabilities for the same. So, Marti [1] concludes that text mining can be said to be                 

closely related to the field of data mining in principle but the two terms are not interchangeable.  

 

1.2 Characteristics of Text Data 

Text Data has a number of characteristic features that make it challenging to analyse. Some of                

them are discussed below: 
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1.2.1 Sparse and highly dimensional  

Aggarwal, el al [2] represents a text document in the form of a matrix where each (i,j)th entry                  

represents the frequency of the jth word in the ith document of the lexicon. The term lexicon refers                  

to the collection of words from which the text is drawn. The dimensions of the matrix are n x n                    

where n is the number of documents in the corpus and d is the number of words in the lexicon.It                    

is not necessary that the majority of the words in the lexicon be used in every document resulting                  

in a highly dimensional sparse matrix representation. This representation is often referred to as              

Bag Of Words representation discussed by Milos, et al [3] only takes into consideration the               

frequency of the words in the corpus of documents, completely ignoring the syntactic hidden              

meaning of the words in the text. 

 

1.2.2 Different levels of representation  

A corpus of documents can be modelled using a variety of representations which allow different               

techniques of analysis. One of these representations is the Bag of Words model by Milos, et al                 

[3] which was discussed earlier. Another similar model is the string vector representation. The              

string vector model is the representation of a document as a list of words of that document                 

arranged in decreasing order of their frequency in it.Text can also be represented semantically              

for meaningful text mining since the relationships between words would be taken into             

consideration explicitly and emphasis would be placed on analysing the text keeping the             

semantics in mind.One of the semantic models is the Latent Semantic Analysis(LDA) model by              

Blei [4] which produces concepts related the corpus of documents and the words. 

 

1.2.3 Multiple Heterogeneous sources 

The data for text analysis comes from a variety of sources ranging from electronic media or the                 

Internet to the archives of various undocumented text as discussed by Aggarwal, el al[2]and              

Milos, el al [3]. This unstructured text needs to be converted to uniformly structured information               

so as to be appropriate for analysis.The problem lies not only in the format in which the                 
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information is available but also in standardising this information by converting to a specified              

data model, common hardware platform, etc.  

 

1.2.4 Web-Based Textual data 

With the advent of social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter to name a few, the amount                 

of text available for analysis has increased exponentially. The view and knowledge of the              

masses, which was earlier an untapped source, is now available for analysis.Aggarwal, el al [2]               

and Milos, el al [3] discuss that this textual information is highly unstructured and is updated                

with the current trends and innovations. It so happens that not only is the knowledge in the form                  

of plain text but may also have images, sound clips, videos, etc. accompanying it which makes                

for another rich source of data.  

 

1.3 Applications 

Text data is generated from a variety of sources as discussed earlier and hence, the analysis of                 

text finds applications in numerous fields. Some of these applications include: 

 

1.3.1 Sentiment Analysis 

Milos, el al [3] says that textual data can be thought of as an author’s opinion pertaining to the                   

topic discussed in the text under consideration. These sentiments can be classified as being              

positive or negative, general or individualistic, etc. For example, with the advent of social              

networking sites we have access to public opinion on various topics, current events, etc., the               

analysis of which can give us an insight on the sentiments of the masses such as the likely                  

candidate to win in the upcoming elections, opinion about the latest movies, reviews about eating               

joints, etc.  

 

1.3.2 Forming hypotheses about diseases 

In their book, Aggarwal, el al [2] discusses that medical data is generally in the form of text such                   

as patient medical records, various case studies, the theoretical study of medicine, the latest              

research in various medical journals around the world, etc. The sheer volume of available data               
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makes it manually impossible to keep track of all the facts behind each and every ailment, form                 

logical connections between them and discover implications which were earlier not pieced            

together. Text Mining finds its application here by going through all this text and performing               

analysis leading to new conjectures and hypotheses. 

 

1.3.3 Cross-Lingual text referencing 

With the advent of the Internet, text documents can be found on numerous topics in various                

languages due to diversity in the users.Aggarwal, el al [2] indicated that documents can be cross                

referenced between various languages by forming semantic clusters of documents on same topics             

but a different language which increases the amount of text available for analysis thereby              

improving the quality and basis of the results. 

2.ANOMALY DETECTION 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Chandola, et al [5] defines the word anomaly as “something that deviates from normal/standard/              

or expected behaviour”. Given a sample data set, there will always be some data points which                

will not conform to the majority of the data points. Such aberrant data points are called                

anomaliesand hence, the discovery of such data points is called anomaly detection. Anomalies             

are also referred to as “outliers/ discordant observations/ exceptions/ aberrations/ surprises or            

peculiarities”. 
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Fig.1 Anomalies in a two-dimensional data set 

 

In Fig. 1, the green line represents the actual behaviour and the blue line represents the expected                 

behaviour. The red circled portion of the graph represents the anomalous behaviour i.e., the              

deviation from expected behaviour. 

 

Anomalies should not be confused with noise, even though the two are closely related they are                

not completely same. Noise is data that is of no use to the analyst and must be removed before                   

the analysis begins on the other hand anomalies or outliers are present in the data set even after                  

noise removal and are of interest to the analyst. Anomalies are detected so as to find changing                 

trends, behaviours and resemble normal data whereas noise is just completely different random             

data generated along with the normaldata. 

Reason for existence of anomalies 

Anomalies may be present due to a variety of reasons in a given data set. They may exist due to                    

malicious activities likeunauthorised access to data as is in the case credit card frauds where the                

usage pattern of the card would differ from the usual, hence causing deviation from the expected                

usage. They may crop up due to a change in the nature of the normal data itself which would lead                    

to a change in the basic definition of the data, herby leading to anomalous entities. Also, it is                  

difficult to model the system well enough at times, so as to be able to take into consideration all                   

possible normal data values, thus leading to detection of anomalies, which though are nothing              

but unanticipated values.  
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2.2 Types of Anomalies  

Outliers can be classified on the basis of the nature of their existence i.e. what makes them                 

anomalies. They can be categorised into 3 non-disjoint classes: 

 

2.2.1 Point Anomalies  

The data in a given data set can be visualised as a point in a multi-dimensional plane where each                   

dimension represents an attribute of the entity. When anomalies are present as points outside the               

defined normal region, then such anomalies are called point anomalies/ outliers. For example, in              

the case of credit card fraud detection, the transaction amount can be seen as the detection                

attribute, and a very high transaction can be the point anomaly for detection of a fraud.  

 

2.2.2 Contextual Anomalies 

Song, et al [6] says that a data set can be described using the following two attributes: 

 

a) Contextual attribute : These attributes describe the context of the system such as the               

spatial distribution or time-series of certain events. 

b) Behavioural Attributes: These attributes define the non-contextual properties of the           

system such as the temperature of a place over a year, and then temperature is the                

behavioural attribute. 

 

Thus, anomalies detecting in the behaviour of a system under different contexts are called              

contextual anomalies or conditional anomalies. For example, the temperature of a place during             

summers can normally be 35 degrees but the same temperature will be an anomaly if recorded                

during winters.  

 

2.2.3 Collective Anomalies 

Chandola, et al [5] says that anomalies can occur as a collection of values rather than as separate                  

an incident such that the event in itself maybe normal but as a sequence of events, may take the                   
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form of an anomaly. Such occurrences may be termed as collective anomalies. For example,              

suppose a given text talks about the Internet but then it contains an extract from a John Keats                  

poem, then the individual words in the text may not be an anomaly but when put together as                  

verses from the poem, it would present itself as an anomaly. Contextual anomalies may be in the                 

form point anomaly or collective anomaly. Collective anomalies occur only when data is related              

in the given data set whereas point anomalies can occur anywhere. Also, occurrence of              

contextual anomalies depends on whether a contextual definition exists or not in the given data               

set. 

 

2.3 Some Anomaly Detection Techniques 

A number of data mining techniques can be applied for the purpose of anomaly detection               

depending on the type, nature of anomaly intended to be detected. Some of the anomaly               

detection techniques discussed by Chandola, et al [5] are given below: 

 

2.3.1 Classification-based Techniques 

Classification aims at defining a model from a labelled training data set such that test instances                

can be classified into descriptive classes defined by the mode. When performing anomaly             

detection using classifiers, it can be of two forms: 

 

a) One-Class classifier : The classifier has just one normal class such that the instances               

that cannot be recognised as belonging to it are termed as anomalies. 

 

b) Multi-Class classifier: The classifier has the ability to classify the instances into the              

various normal classes defined by the model whereas the instances that cannot be decided              

to belong to any of the classes with required confidence are termed anomalies. 

 

2.3.2 Nearest-Neighbour based Techniques 

Nearest-Neighbour techniques work on the assumption that the normal instances occur in            

densely populated regions of the data set whereas anomalies occur far away from such regions.               
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They use a distance or similarity metric to determine whether an instance belongs to the normal                

region or is an anomaly. One of the common distance measures is Euclidean distance which is                

used with categorical attributes. 

 

2.3.3 Clustering based Techniques 

Jain, et al [7] defines Clustering as an unsupervised data mining technique which works on the                

assumption of forming clusters of data instances belonging to the same category. Anomaly             

detection using clustering can be of 3 forms: 

a) Data instances that do not belong to any cluster are termed anomalies. 

b) Normal data generally lies close to the closest cluster centroid whereas anomalies lie              

far away from the cluster centroids in comparison to normal data. 

c) Normal data belong to large, dense clusters whereas anomalies belong to small, sparse              

cluster. 

 

2.3.4 Statistical Techniques 

Statistical techniques work on the assumption that data can be statistically modelled such that              

normal data is found in regions with high probability of its existence whereas anomalies are               

found in low probability distribution. We make use of statistical inference test to conclude              

whether a given instance belongs to the model or not, hence determining its anomalous              

behaviour. 

 

2.4 Applications 

In his paper Chandola, et al [5] discusses the various application of anomaly detection. Some of                

them are discussed below: 

2.4.1 Detection of Frauds 

Any illegal activities pertaining to financial losses in an organisation is termed as a fraud.               

Organisations are ear bent on detecting frauds as soon as possible so as to curb its economic                 

losses. Frauds are generally reflected in the transactions of a user and thus can be detected by                 

analysing the transactions for anomalies such that they do not match the general usage profiles of                
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the user. For example, in case of credit card fraud detection, a profile fitting the transactions of                 

each customer is maintained and frauds are detected by comparing transactions to it as discussed               

by Fawcett, et al [8]. 

 

2.4.2 Sensor Networks 

Sensor Networks produce real time data which may be in the form of continuous or discrete                

signals of audio, video, text, etc. These are produced by instruments deployed over a region and                

anomalies in the data may be a result of faulty instruments or unusual events which are very                 

interesting to the analyst. When analysing sensor data for anomalies noise is highly prevalent              

which makes it challenging to differentiate interesting outliers from useless noise induced during             

transmission of data. 

 

2.4.3 Intrusion Detection 

Intrusion Detection is performed in order to detect unauthorised access to a computer based              

system. Since the activities of an unauthorised access differ from those of the normal user,               

anomaly analysis on the activities comes into picture of intrusion detection. This involves             

analysis of large amount of online data and even a small percentage of false alarms can be                 

overwhelming, thus posing a challenge to the analyst. 

 

2.4.4 Image Processing 

Image Processing involves analysis of static images, real-time videos, recorded videos, etc. In             

case of an image, an anomaly is a change in static image due to movement or introduction/                 

removal of an object. The anomalies present may be either point anomalies or contextual              

anomalies. It finds application in video surveillance, satellite imagery, etc. 

 

 

3. Anomaly Detection in Text Data 
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The main aim of anomaly detection in text data is discovery of novel/new information and topics                

of interest. By novel information, we mean information that is not explicitly stated in the given                

text. There are 2 approaches to anomaly detection discussed by Srivastava [9] stated in the table                

below: 

 

Supervised Approach Unsupervised Approach 

● It involves mathematically modelling    

the training data and learning the      

relationship b/w the data and expert      

defined anomalies. 

 

● Prior knowledge of anomalies. 

● It involves categorizing the text corpus      

without any knowledge of the     

anomalies that may be present and      

choosing the set that best suits the       

problem. 

● No prior knowledge of anomalies. 

● Technique: Classification ● Technique: Clustering 

Table 1: Approaches to anomaly detection in text data 

 

3.1 Challenges 

Due to the nature of data being analysed and the inherent challenges associated with anomaly               

detection, we are faced with a number of problems when detecting anomalies in text data. Some                

of them are enumerated below as discussed by Guthrie, et al [10]: 

a) Curse of dimensionalityin text representation for analysis 

b) Most of the techniques associated with anomaly detection and text mining concentrate on             

statistical analysis leaving out important semantic and syntactic information. 

c) On inclusion of context information, the algorithms become highly complex. 

d) Most of the data for anomaly detection in text is comes from a variety of sources which                 

is difficult to standardise.  

 

3.2 Applications 

With the development in technology, there has been an exponential growth in volume of data               

(structured and unstructured) that is recorded in any field and also, the ability to analyse this                
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information has found application in every walk of life. Some of the applications of this ability                

are listed below: 

a) Discover emerging topics from social networking sites data such as Twitter stream 

b) Detect new information from given set of text in case of medical data 

c) Detecting recurrent anomalies in various subsystem 

d) Detecting Faults in sensors and other equipment from their anomalous records. 

 

3.3 Techniques 

Based on the approaches described earlier, a number of techniques have been developed on the               

basis of the nature of data, modelling technique used for analysis, etc. Some of these are briefly                 

discussed below: 

 

3.3.1 Hierarchical Probabilistic Model  

This model proposed by Baker, et al [11] is employed for the detection of emerging topics from                 

a corpus of document i.e., identification of new classes. These new classes present themselves as               

anomalies. It makes use of strong probabilistic techniques. In the probabilistic model, it makes              

use of Multinomial Naïve Bayes modelwith parameter ϴ to classify the documents given class cj,               

 is the word wtat kth position of document di:wdik

  

 

(c ; ) (|d |) (w |c ; θ)P j θ = P i ∏
|d |i

k=1
P dik j   

(3.1

) 

Hierarchical Shrinkage is applied on new classes at the leaves detected from new documents.              

These documents don’t have enough support data for estimation of classification; hence, derive             

data from their ancestors and siblings. In case the hierarchy is not already known, it is                

constructed from the given set of documents using the method of Deterministic Annealingand             

Expectation Maximization. They cluster documents by topic, ignoring the event-specific topic           

classification and create their hierarchy. Time based clustering is performed on the resultant to              

distinguish different events from the same cluster. These events are placed on the leaves of the                

hierarchical tree. Vertical Word Movement is performed on the model to refine the clusters so as                
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to contain generic words of the documents on the upper levels of the hierarchy whereas the more                 

specific words near the leaves. In order to detect new events, Statistical Garbage Collection is               

applicable. It detects new events using the documents which cannot be classified under any of               

the existing events.This technique is most applicable in stream data such as news stream data or                

email data in which new topics keep emerging.  

 

3.3.2 Graph Based Technique 

Gamon [12] represents a sentence as an undirected graph called TD (Term Distance) graph. The               

vertices Vi model the words of a sentence (processed after removing the stop words,punctuation              

marks and converting to lowercase) and the edges Eij exist if the maximum separation between               

vertices is less than a threshold value. Weights are assigned to the edges using co-occurrence               

measure called Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI). 

 

MI  (i, ) logP j =  2
P (i,j)

P (i)P (j)  (3.2

) 

where P(i,j) is the number of sentence containing both words i and j, P(i) is the number of                  

sentences containing word i and P(j) is the number of sentences containing word j. In order to                 

calculate the weight of an edge Eijusing the distance dij between vertices i and j  

 

wij =  
d2

ij

1+P MI(i,j)  (3.3

) 

To detect anomalous sentences or detect novelty, add new sentences to existing graphs. The              

more the graph changes on addition, the more likely it is to contain anomalous/novel              

information. Another measure using graphs is the Text Rank (TR) measure. It calculates a weight               

for each vertex Vi using the following formula:  

 

R(V ) 1 ) T R(V )) T i = ( − d + d * ( ∑
 

V ∈NB(V )i i

wtji

∑
 

V ∈NB(V )k i

wtjk
j  (3.4

) 
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where dampening factor d is set at 0.85 and is the set of neighbours of vertex Vi. TR(         B(V )N i          

) is calculated iteratively till value becomes stable. To detect novelty/anomaly, the moreV i              

TR(Vi) is disturbed by adding a new sentence, more likely it is to contain an anomaly/novelty. 

 

 

3.3.3 Non-negative Matrix Factorization 

In order to detect anomalies in given set of documents, Allan, et al [13] defines a matrix A for                   

which each element aijis the weighted frequency of the ith word in jth document: 

 

l g d  aij =  ij i j  
 

(3.5
) 

Where lijis the weight for term i in document j,giis weight of term i in the given collection, fijis                   

the frequency of term i in jthdocument and djis the normalization factor. NMF (Non-negative              

Matrix Factorization) for a matrix A Rm*n can be defined as the product of matrices W, H       ∈             

where k < min (m,n) such that : 

 

a) W  Rm*k ∈  

b) H  Rk*n ∈  

c) 2 is minimized.(W , )  ||A H ||f H =  2
1 − W  

 

NMF gives the basis vector for matrix A, and so W*H can be considered to be compressed form                  

of matrix A. The given set is partitioned into a training set R and a test set T. Each of these is                      

factored using NMF into feature matrix W and coefficient matrix H. These matrices are used to                

cluster the documents so that anomalies of the training set are mapped directly in to the feature                 

vectors and the dominant features of test set are used to calculate the relevance score of the                 

anomalies hence detected. 

 
3.3.4 Detecting Recurring Anomalies 

The data generated in various subsystems may contain the same set of anomalies. These              

anomalies are called recurring anomalies as discussed by Srivastava [9]. In order to detect these               
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anomalies, one of the ways is to query the database for known anomalies. This technique is                

useful nut has limited applications. It cannot detect recurrent anomalies that have not been              

anticipated in the system and I a highly specific system. An alternative approach involves              

clustering. A number of techniques can be applied, such as: 
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Table 2: Some clustering techniques 

 

The idea behind using clustering to detect recurrent anomalies is that events/data of same type is                

put in the same cluster. These clusters can then be detected for anomalies and thus, detecting                

recurrent anomalies. 

 

3.3.5 Named Entity Recognition 

Named Entity Recognition is a technique proposed by KokWah Ng, et al [17] that is used to                 

detect novel information in text. It aims at identifying all novel sentences from given relevant               

sentences. It involves the extraction of following: 
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a) Four entity types from sentences: name, place, organisation and time. 

b) Extracting three parts of speech from text: noun, verb and adjectives. These are             

combined with the entities extracted above) 

c) Synonyms for each word using the lexical database such as WordNet to capture             

different words with the same meaning. 

 

By extracting the above information, majority of the words are included in sentence to sentence               

comparison, thus improving the accuracy. In order to detect novelties, comparison was made for              

every wiin the test/new sentence with all the sentences seen so far. Thus, it involves comparison                

the comparison of each sentence with all the sentences seen so far. A Novelty score measure is                 

calculated using the above extracted information such as Importance Value: 

 

mportance V alue f df  . I =  ∑
n

i=1
t ∑

n

i=1
i 1

N  (3.6

) 

Such that “tf” is term frequency and “idf” is inverse document frequence. The higher the value of                 

tf and idf of a sentence, higher is the value of Importance Value and more likely it is to contain                    

novel information. 

 

3.3.6 Document-to-Sentence Framework 

Most of the novelty detection techniques have been developed to treat document level and              

sentence level novelty detection differently. But document-to-sentence framework proposed by          

Tsai, et al [18] argues that a document is nothing but a collection of sentences. Thus, novel                 

information for a document can be derived from novelty study on its sentences. It involves the                

following steps as enumerated in the diagram below: 
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Fig.2 Document-to-sentence Framework 

 

The incoming document is broken into segments. A sentence-level novelty detection technique is             

applied to each sentence. The result of each sentence is aggregated into novelty score called               

Novel Rates calculated as: 

 

Novel Rates =  num(all )sentences

num(novel retrieved by system)sentence  (3.7

) 

Where, is the total number of sentences in a document and um(all )n sentences            

is the number of novel sentences detected in theum(novel retrieved by system)  n sentence           

document. If the value of Novel Ratesis greater than the threshold then the document is novel                

else it is not. 

 

3.3.7Context Based Detection 

The techniques commonly applied for anomaly detection concentrate mostly on statistical           

analysis. This leads to loss of knowledge hidden in the semantics and syntactic form of the text.                 

Including semantic information in the analysis enables discovering anomalies with higher           

confidence and some that were not detected using purely statistical analysis. Contextual anomaly             
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detection proposed by Mahapatra, et al [19] involves adding semantic information from an             

external source related to the txt under the scanner.  

 

Fig.3 Contextual Anomaly Detection System 

 

The system first detects statistical anomalies using any of the techniques defined for the purpose.               

Then it performs contextual analysis on the detected anomalies. This may identify certain cases              

which had been statistically flagged as anomalies but were discarded on including context. The              

anomalies thus prevailing are called true anomalies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. CONTEXTUAL ANOMALY DETECTION  

 

Most anomaly detection techniques concentrate upon statistical analysis of text. It strips away the              

text of its semantic and syntactic coherence. It treats text like a collection of words having no                 

relationships between them. This leads to discovery of only statistically relevant anomalies            

which may result in a lot of false positives as well as false negatives. On introducing context                 

contextual information on these statistical anomalies, the confidence in hence prevailing           

anomalies would increase. The proposed algorithmby Mahapatra, et al [19] helps to detect cases              
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which may have been flagged by statistical techniques but were not contextual anomalies. It              

derives the contextual information from an external source such asWordNet or the Internet. It not               

only detects anomalous topics but also individual words in these topics. The efficacy of the               

proposed technique can be expressed as: 

 
f f icacye =  number of  anomalies def ined by the human expert

number of  anomalies correctly detected by the system  

 

Fig. 4 Flow Chart of Contextual Anomaly Detection Algorithm 

The algorithm involves the following steps: 

a) The text corpus is subjected to statistical content analysis. The incoming documents are             

tokenized after removal of noise and stop words. It then uses Latent Direchlet’s Allocation              

[4] for identifying the topics. It clusters the tokens using the identified topics and models               

them as collection of words most likely to occur in it. It ranks the topics based on the                  

co-usage in the corpus calculated using Symmetric KL Divergence between each pair of             

topics (P,Q): 

(P , ) (i)ln  D Q =  ∑
n

i=1
P Q(i)

P (i)  (4.1) 

D (P , ) (P , ) (Q, )  S Q = D Q + D P  (4.2) 

It is subjected to dimensionality reduction and the first dimension is used for ranking. 
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b) The topics detected in the above step are subjected to contextual analysis. It divides the               

detected topics into 2 sets based on a fractional threshold value m. The first m topics belong                 

to the normal set and the remaining topics are in test set. Contextual information is added to                 

the topics detected using an external corpus of data: 

 

i. WordNet 

It is a static database that stores English vocabulary words along with small vectors              

related to them. It stores relationships between words such as is-a, is-made-of, etc. It              

puts together similar words into sets called synsets24. A no. of measures exists for              

defining similarity between words. The average of two of them, a distance measure             

and a relatedness measure, is used to calculate the similarity score. 

ii. The Internet 

The internet is a dynamic dataset which is ever evolving. It contains data about              

everything and anything thinkable. The similarity measure between 2 topics a and b is              

calculated using Normalized Google Distance: 

GD (a, )N b = log N−min (log f (a) ,log f (b))   
max(log f (a) ,log f (b))−log (f (a,b))   (4.3) 

                Where f(t) is the number of pages containing t and N is the total number of pages. 

 

c) Find the semantic distance between each test topic t and all the normal topics M using the                 

similarity measure Sm(i,j) between ith word of test topic and jth word of mth normal topic from                 

either of two sources: 

(i, )rt =  ∑
M

m=1
∑
J

j=1
∑
I

i=1
Sm j  

(4.4) 

 

d) Sort the topics in ascending order based on the score obtained above. The topics with k                

lowest score are considered anomalous.  

This algorithm is highly flexible by allowing user to control the threshold values, the number of                

topics in each set, etc. It filters out the false positives detected by statistical techniques. It also                 

helps detect anomalies that had not been detected earlier. It also works at various levels of                
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abstraction ranging from topics to words. Thecomplexity of the algorithm can be derived from              

two steps: 

 

a) Clustering using LDA with N as the number of words, T as total number of topics in the                  

corpus and  as the number of topics in the document:τ  

((NT ) (N ) )O τ + τ 3  
b) Context analysis of m training topics, n test topics and k words in each topic: 

(m )O * n * k * k  
Overall complexity:  + .((NT ) (N ) )O τ + τ 3 (m )O * n * k * k   

The semantic data sources used in the above algorithm limit its scalability. WordNet is a static                

vocabulary database where as the Internet using NGD limits the number of queries to 1000 per                

day. Use of Map-Reduce clustering and pre-constructed semantic database will make it scalable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. EMERGING TOPIC DETECTION IN NEWS STREAM 
 
 
With the advent of the Internet, it has become the medium that first sheds light on the happenings                  

around the world. The Internet allows users to express themselves over a variety of topics to a                 

large audience at large. They allow multiple posts about the same topic and thus, the sites are                 

bombarded with large volumes of redundant information from various users. In order to detect              
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breaking news, the system needs to search for novel information through all this live streaming               

data. This task is sometimes referred to as First Story Detection. Most of the existing techniques                

use two approaches for this purpose: 

 

Document-to-Document Approach Document-to-Summary Approach 

● It compares the document in question      

with all the documents seen so far. 

● It compares the new document with      

summary of the documents seen so far. 

● It is computationally expensive and     

slower. 

● It is computationally less expensive     

and faster. 

● E.g.; maximum cosine similarity ● E.g.; online clustering 

Table 3: Existing approaches to novel document detection  

 

 

Fig. 5 Flow Chart for Novel Document Detection in News Stream 

 

The algorithm proposed by Margarita, et al [20] makes use of Inverse Document Frequency              

(IDF)to measure similarity. The documents come in the form of streams. They are represented              

using the bag-of-words representation along with the corresponding timestamp’s’ for the time the             

system received them. Let the incoming document be dt at time t and the set of documents seen                  

so far be denoted by ‘C’. 
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a) Convert the incoming document to bag-of-words representation after removing noise and           

stop words (preprocessing). 

 

b) Calculate the novelty score of the new document using the following formula: 

S (d , C) f (q, ) df (q, )N t  =  1
norm (d )t

∑
 

q ∈ dt
t dt

* i C  
(5.1) 

 Where   : the Term Frequency of the term q in document dt,f (q, )t dt  

 : the Inverse Term Frequency of term q in the set of documents C,idf (q, )   C

 : the Normalized form of document dt.orm (d )n t  

 

c) Remove the oldest document of set C and add to the collection document dt. Document dt                

is considered novel if the value of   is above a threshold value.S (d , C)N t   

This algorithm does not consider the contextual relation between words as it converts the              

incoming documents to bag-of-words representation. It assumes that even though synonyms may            

be present the overall score would not be able to compete with novel documents. The               

complexity of the algorithm: 

 

a) It does not require either comparing the new document with all the documents seen so far                

or the summary of the documents seen so far.  

b) It is not dependent on the number of documents seen so far. This its complexity only                

depends on the size of the incoming document d: O(|d|) 

As seen above, the given algorithm is a linear time algorithm, thus it is highly scalable and apt                  

for online processing. 
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6. EMERGING TOPIC DETECTION IN TWITTER STREAM 
 
 
Social networking sites have become a platform for people various walks of life to express               

themselves openly on a variety of topics ranging from their personal lives to their political               

opinions. It allows the users to talk about the events taking place around them and thus is the                  

fastest medium for news to travel. Thus, these sites can be used for various research purposes                

such as first topic detection, sentiment analysis, etc.  

 

Twitter has been found to be one of the quickest means for spreading the word about anything                 

and everything. It allows messages of length (maximum) 140 characters called tweets. It allows              

tagging people in the tweets called mentions. This leads to 2 recently developed algorithms for               

the purpose of detecting emerging topics: 

 

6.1 Using Bursty Keyword Detection 

The algorithm proposed by Guzman, et al [21]considers the bursty incoming of tweets. It              

assumes that whenever an event takes place, a large no. of people tend to tweet about it then all                   

of a sudden. This leads to a paradigm shift in the general topic. It reads the incoming text in a                    

window slot at a time and detects the anomalous topic in it, since that is when it is an emerging                    

topic. The algorithm is divided into 2 phases: Data Pre-processing phase and Bursty Keyword              

Detection phase. 
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Fig. 6 Flow Chart for Bursty Keyword Detection algorithm 

i. The live streaming text enters the Stream Listener Module where it is parsed,             

encapsulated and queued for being processed by the next module. 

ii. The encapsulated messages are then processed by Tweet Filter Module which           

removes special characters, punctuations, conversions of uppercase to lowercase,         

etc. 

iii. The filtered messages are then grouped together based on their arrival timestamp            

called a window in the Tweet Packing Module called bag-of-tweets. 

iv. Keywords are detected and entered into a hash table from the bag-of-tweets to             

reference the related text in the Window Processing module.  

v. The hash table implicitly includes the Bursty Keywords. The non bursty keywords            

are discarded in the Keyword Ranker Module using the following criteria while            

the remaining are ranked based on their relevance variation rate29: 

● Discard if not the first occurrence of the keyword. 

● Discard if the frequency in adjacent windows is going down. 

The complexity of the algorithm is found to be where n is the number of tweets to be         (nlogn)O           

processed. This makes the algorithm highly scalable and applicable in online processing. 

 

6.2 Using Link-Anomaly Detection  

The algorithm proposed by Takahashi, et al [22] is based on the probability model to determine                

the emerging topics based on the mentioning behaviour of the users, not requiring any text               

analysis related to the topics mentioned in the tweets.  
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Fig. 7 Flow Chart for Link-Anomaly Detection algorithm  

 

i. The tweets arrive from the Twitter API which are stored as x = (t,u,k,V) such that: 

t: Time at which the post was created 

u:  user that created the post x 

k: number of mentions in the post x 

V: the set of users mentioned in the post x 

 

ii. The new post x is used to model the normal behavior of the user using a probabilistic                  

model along with the anomaly score of this post S(x) using the training set of posts                τu
(t)

which is the collection of posts from time t-T to t (T being the time interval being                 

considered). 

(x) og (P (k|τ ) (v|τ ))S =  − l u
(t) ∏

 

v∈V
P u

(t)  
(6.1) 

  

iii. Aggregate the anomaly scores obtained above for all the posts in the window           xi    

containing  posts:τ  
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(i)Si
j =  τ

1 ∑
 

τ ϵ |τ(j−1),τj|i

S  
(6.2) 

  

iv. Apply either Change-Point anomaly detection or Kleinberg’s Bursty Detection to           

pinpoint where the topic emerged and hence, detect the emergent topic. 

 

The above algorithm does not analyse the text but only the mentioning behaviour of the users,                

thus it is not affected by rephrasing, synonyms, etc. It is highly robust and is applicable for                 

online processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 
This report has explored the area of Anomaly Detection in Text Data. Text Data can be analysed                 

using text mining which is not the same as Data Mining. Data mining involves analysis of                

structured data whereas Text mining analyses unstructured data. Text Data has a number of              

characteristics associated with the same such as numerous sources, different forms of            

representations, etc. There are a number of anomalies that can exist in data which can be detected                 

using various techniques. These techniques find application in a number of fields such as fraud               

detection, intrusion detection, image processing, etc. Anomaly Detection in text data is a highly              

challenging and yet equally rewarding a task. This report states the challenges associated with              

this task and the various techniques associated with it. Most of these techniques have statistical               

inferences but recently, algorithms have started including contextual information for meaningful           

analysis. With the bombardment of text in social networking sites, a number of algorithms have               

been discussed for detection of emerging topics from them. These algorithms have mainly             
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concentrated on statistical models, contextual models inclusion for analysis need to be explored             

in future. 
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